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Chapter 1: introduction
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Brief history of particle physics discoveries

• 1950–1974
➢ hadron zoo, neutrino
➢ quark model confirmed
➢ CP violation in quark sector

• 1974–2011
➢ c, b, ?, W, Z, t 
➢ 3 generations, EW unification confirmed
➢ neutrinos have masses

• 2011 onward  
➢ H
➢ new physics?

            → long-lived particles?? 

Early days: particles 
discovered in cosmic rays

Massive particles 
discovered at colliders 
(here UA1 experiment at 
the CERN SPS)
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The particles of the Standard Model (SM)

• The SM provides a 
complete and successful 
description of all current 
laboratory particle 
physics data except for 
neutrino masses

• All particles predicted in 
the SM have been  
observed
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Particle lifetimes in the SM

particle mass (GeV) τ (s) cτ (m)*

p 1 > 10 ¹⁴ > 10⁴⁹

n 1 880 ~ 10¹¹

μ 0.1 ~ 10⁻⁶ ~ 300

π⁺ 0.1 ~ 10⁻⁸ ~ 10

B⁰ 5 ~ 10 ¹²⁻ ~ 10⁻⁴

D⁰ 2 ~ 10 ¹³⁻ ~ 10⁻⁵
τ⁺ 2 ~ 10 ¹³⁻ ~ 10⁻⁵

π⁰ 0.1 ~ 10 ¹⁻ ⁶ ~ 10⁻⁸

H 125 ~ 10 ²²⁻ ~ 10 ¹⁻ ⁴

W, Z, t 80 – 174 ~ 10 ²⁻ ⁵ ~ 10 ¹⁻ ⁷
* beware that the mean decay length is longer for 
relativistic particles due to time dilatation
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In these lectures

 long lived                      

 travels a macroscopic (>~mm) distance
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Long-lived particles (LLPs) in the SM

• p: baryon number conservation
– the proton is the lightest baryon → nothing to decay to

• n, μ and π+: phase space constraints 
– can only decay through W (mediator of the weak interaction)

– small mass difference between initial and final states 
compared to W mass → virtual W, suppressed decay  

• B0: small coupling due to change of generation
– Small Vcb term in CKM quark mixing matrix → B hadrons 

longer lived than D hadrons despite larger mass
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SM unsolved problems – new physics needed

• Many free parameters

• Forces do not unify

• Naturalness

• Gravity

• Neutrino masses

• Dark matter

• Matter-antimatter asymmetry

Theoretical                                 Experimental 
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• Many free parameters

• Forces do not unify

• Naturalness

• Gravity

• Neutrino masses

• Dark matter

• Matter-antimatter asymmetry

High-energy 
experiments

High-intensity 
experiments

Theoretical                                 Experimental 

SM unsolved problems – new physics needed
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Quiz

The latest new fundamental particle discoveries were made 
by:  

A)  Sending a high-intensity beam on a target

B)  Colliding beams at high energies

C) Looking for particles from space
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Quiz (answer)

The latest new fundamental particle discoveries were made 
by:  

A)  Sending a high-intensity beam on a target

B)  Colliding beams at high energies

C) Looking for particles from space

The two latest were the t quark in 1995 at the Tevatron 
collider and the H boson in 2012 at the Large Hadron 
Collider. Both have very high masses and are very short-
lived.  
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Why new LLPs?

• Best candidate for dark matter would be a new LLP

• Best mechanism to generate neutrino masses is to add 
right-handed neutrinos, which are new LLPs

• Magnetic monopoles are new LLPs

• Wherever we expect new physics (eg from “naturalness” 
arguments), we might also expect new LLPs 

Blue-sky searches
→ Look at all possible 
signatures of unknown 
phenomena, especially 
when it is uncharted 
territory
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Dark matter (DM)

• 84% invisible missing mass in the Universe 

• Evidence from 
– Motions of stars and galaxies

– Gravitational lensing

– Cosmic microwave background (CMB) anisotropies

– Large-scale structure formation

• Candidates discussed in the literature
– New neutral long-lived particle

– New state of dense matter (eg quark matter)

– Modified laws of gravity
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Motion of stars in the Galaxy

• Expectation (equalling centrifugal force with gravitational 
attraction, with Mr = total mass interior to r)

• Observations

M
r 
~constant 

beyond R
0
 

assuming only 
luminous matter 
(vanishing 
exponentially)

Sun
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Motion of stars – interpretation

• The mass distribution Mr in the galaxy is  ∝ r

• The visible mass decreases exponentially with r

• Thus, if we believe in known laws of gravity, we need a 
large non-luminous component

– Mr  r∝  would follow naturally from a spherical halo

– Could be a halo of exotic DM particles

– Local density ~10 ²  g/cm³⁻ ⁴
– Non-exotic explanation not really excluded (eg. large 

amounts of dust / planetesimals / planets / brown dwarfs / 
neutron stars / black holes on the outskirts of the galaxy)
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Gravitational lensing

• Space is curved by mass → mass bends light

• Light pattern of far-away objects provides information 
about the mass distribution in between

• Reconstructed mass much larger than visible mass      
→ evidence for DM
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Gravitational lensing – the Bullet cluster

• Two colliding clusters of galaxies

• Visible (in X-ray) matter 
distribution shown in pink

• From image lensing analysis of 
object behind, one can 
reconstruct the total matter 
distribution (blue)

Most matter went through without slowing down 
→ DM, interacts very little with itself or with visible matter

Limit on ratio of self-interaction cross section to mass:

σ/m < 1 cm2/g [note: a rock 1 cm in diameter satisfies 
this constraint because surface goes as 
r2 while mass goes as r3]
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Big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN)

Initial 
abundance 
of light 
elements
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BBN and baryon density

• Light isotope abundances predicted 
from well-known nuclear physics

• Calculation very sensitive to 
baryon/photon density ratio 

• Comparison with measurements 
from old or far-away objects       
→ indirect measurement of 
baryon density, cannot be large 
→ indication that dark matter is 
not baryonic
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The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)

The 
Universe 
becomes 
transparent
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CMB anisotropies
• Temperature differences in the 2.7 K CMB precisely 

measured by instruments in orbit such as COBE 
(1992), WMAP (2003) and Planck (2013) 

• Snapshot of conditions on the surface of last scattering

• Reflects density fluctuations at the time of recombination 

ΔT/T~10-5
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(recent data from 
the Planck spacecraft)

CMB anisotropies, baryon density and DM

• Photon pressure erases 
anisotropies

• Gravitational attraction of 
baryons produces high-
density regions

• The two effects create 
oscillations → characteristic 
peak structure of CMB 
power spectrum 

• ΛCDM Model: Just 6 parameters

– Matter density 6 times larger than the baryon density      
→ indication that non-baryonic DM must be present

– New particle with mass ~100 GeV interacting only weakly 
(WIMP) produced at thermal equilibrium fits the model 
very well 
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Large-scale structure formation

Matter 
clumps 
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Large-scale structure formation

• Today, matter is assembled 
into structures: stars, 
galaxies, clusters of 
galaxies, etc.

• Galaxy formation is not 
completely understood

• Main mechanism is 
gravitational instability

– Empty Voids ~50 Mpc

– Galaxies inside walls between 
voids

– Filaments where walls 
intersect

– Clusters where filaments 
intersect
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Large-scale structure and DM

• Can DM particles have high velocities?
➔ “hot” DM 
➔ travel large distances quickly

• Measure smallest scale with “clumpy“ structure, on 
which density perturbations are washed out

➔ Lower limit on the particle mass mDM > 2 keV

• Simulations agree with observations when including 
“cold” DM 
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Quiz

Which DM candidates are excluded by observations (several 
answers allowed)

A)  WIMPs 

B)  SM neutrinos

C) Neutrons

D) Clumps of a new dense state of matter
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Quiz (answer)

Which DM candidates are excluded by observations (several 
answers allowed)

A)  WIMPs 

B)  SM neutrinos

C) Neutrons

D) Clumps of a new dense state of matter

Neutrinos are very light ( < eV) and would form hot dark 
matter, in contradiction with large-scale structure formation. 
However, a heavier right-handed neutrino is a valid 
candidate.

Neutrons are not long-lived enough (only 15 minutes). 
Furthermore, they are baryons and BBN and CMB tell us 
DM should be non-baryonic. 
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Dark matter – all put together
• Independent observations: motion of stars and galaxies, 

gravitational lensing, BBN, CMB, structure formation
– All together widely considered established evidence for the 

existence of DM making up ~84% of all mass in the 
Universe

• Hints about the nature of dark matter (can however be 
evaded in some scenarios)

– Star rotation curves → forms galactic halo                        
(local density ~10 ²  g/cm³)⁻ ⁴

– Bullet cluster → low self-interaction cross section             
(σ/m < 1 cm2/g)

– Nucleosynthesis → non-baryonic

– CMB → needed to fit data in model, non-baryonic

– Structure formation → likely not relativistic (cold)

• Possible candidate: new massive neutral LLP
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Directly or indirectly, LLPs are generally 
related to the DM puzzle 
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LLPs – Possible reasons for long lifetimes
Long lifetime = small coupling to lighter SM particles 

(redundant statement, not an explanation)

• Constrained decay phase space
– Examples: muon (W mass >> mass diff), neutron (idem)

– Putative examples: split-SUSY gluino (squark mass), 
hidden pion (mediator mass)

• (approximatively) conserved quantum number 
– Examples: electron (electric charge), proton (baryon 

number), s and b quarks (flavour)

– Putative examples: lightest supersymmetric particle (R-
parity), monopole (magnetic charge), right-handed 
neutrino (chirality)
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Examples in putative models – 1
(details in arXiv:hep-ph/0611040)

• Split-SUSY (very large squark masses)

• RPV SUSY (small Yukawa coupling)

• Hidden valley (large mediator mass)
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Examples in putative models – 2
(more details in arXiv:hep-ph/0611040)

• Gravitino LSP (small interaction strength)

• Degenerate chargino/neutralino masses in Anomaly-
Mediated Supersymmetry Breaking (constrained decay 
phase space)
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Quiz

What is the mechanism usually invoked to make WIMPs 
long-lived enough to be DM?

A)  Constrained decay phase space

B)  Very small Yukawa coupling 

C) Very large mediator mass

D) Conservation of a new quantum number
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Quiz (answer)

What is the mechanism usually invoked to make WIMPs 
long-lived enough to be DM?

A)  Constrained decay phase space

B)  Very small Yukawa coupling 

C) Very large mediator mass

D) Conservation of a new quantum number

In the example of SUSY, R-parity is invoked as a new 
conserved quantum number carried only by SUSY 
particles. Thus, the lightest SUSY particle must be 
produced in pairs and is absolutely stable → DM  (it can 
still annihilate with its anti-particle).  
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Complementary strategies for direct detection 
of new LLPs

• At high-energy colliders
– Masses up to half the collision energy (up to TeV scale)

– Difficult to probe small couplings to SM except in 
scenarios with plethora of new particles

– Non-standard signatures (slow particles, displaced 
decays...)

• At high-intensity beams
– Probe small couplings, but low masses (up to GeV scale)

• In the Cosmos
– Potentially very high masses (up to planck scale or even 

macroscopic objects)

– Assume production during early stages of the Universe

– Try to detect DM directly
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• Chapter 1: introduction

• Chapter 2: massive LLPs at colliders
– 2.1: MET signatures

– 2.2: penetrating signatures

– 2.3: stopping signatures

– 2.4: displaced signatures

• Chapter 3: light LLPs
– 3.1: at colliders

– 3.2: at high-intensity facilities

• Chapter 4: LLPs in the cosmos
– 4.1: cosmic monopoles

– 4.2: monopoles in matter

– 4.3: massive electrically charged particles

– 4.4: WIMPs

– 4.5: exotic compact macroscopic objects
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